
President Obama
Exposing the 9/11 cover-up is the only way
to bring about real change in America.
Evidence shows that the 9/11 attacks and anthrax murders
provided the “new Pearl Harbor” prescribed by Neocon-
servatives31 to win immediate public support for previously
planned security legislation (USA PATRIOT Act, Homeland
Security Department) and their desired wars and occupation
in the Middle East, so as to control the region and its resources.
The attacks could not have occurred without high-level
complicity from inside the U.S. government.32 Similar “false
flag” operations have been used by powerful interests through-
out history to take a nation to war, including by our own
government, according to recent declassified documents.33

Facing this reality, however difficult, is critical to changing
the disastrous course set for our country eight years ago.
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Justice demands accountability.
To our fellow concerned citizens: For the sake of the 9/11
victims and their families and for the safety, freedom and
honor of every American, learn the truth and tell others.
Challenge the media to stop repeating the lies and the
cover-up. Urge your senators and representatives to open 
a new, truly independent investigation—wherever it may
lead. Join the steadily growing nonpartisan 9/11 Truth
movement, and demand justice.

Some are guilty; all are responsible.
—Rabbi Abraham Heschel (-)
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patriotsquestion911.com
1,500+ military/government officials and others

ae911truth.org
500+ architects and engineers for 9/11 truth

firefightersfor911truth.org
Firefighters and associated professionals

pilotsfor911truth.org
Pilots and aviation professionals

stj911.org
Scholars for 9/11 truth and justice

mp911truth.org
Medical professionals

Help America
learn the truth

about 9/11

“Let us never tolerate outrageous
conspiracy theories concerning the
attacks of September the 11th; 
malicious lies that attempt to shift
the blame away from the terrorists
themselves, away from the guilty.”

— George W. Bush at the U.N., November 10, 2001

Change needs truth

Change needs truth.

Join us.
Boston: boston911truth.org
Chicago: meetup.com/lonelantern
Columbus: columbus911truth.org
Dallas: northtexas911truth.com
Houston: houstontruth.org
Los Angeles: meetup.com/wearechangela
New York: ny911truth.org
Philadelphia: philly911truth.org
San Francisco: sf911truth.org
Tucson: 911truthtucson.org
Vancouver: vancouver911truth.org
Washington DC: dc911truth.org
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The Hijackers

At the top of my list [of unanswered questions] is, I could never
figure out why these 19 fellas did what they did... they were
apparently happy, well-adjusted, not particularly religious....

— Lee Hamilton, Co-Chair, 9/11 Commission, in CBC News interview, 8/21/2006

� FBI field agents who reported suspicious Arabs in flight
schools were ordered by their superiors not to investigate.11

Of the 19 Arab hijackers named, six were reported still
alive after 9/11;12 others had been under the watch of FBI
agents and had trained at CIA-operated flight schools.13

� Ringleader Mohammed Atta’s lifestyle grossly violated Islamic
law, and his known movements were oddly inconsistent with
the purported 9/11 mission.14 In August 2001, he received
$100,000 via Pakistani intelligence, our allies at the time.15

� Alleged Flight 77 hijacker Hani Hanjour, who “had trouble
controlling and landing [a] single-engine Cessna,”16 sup-
posedly flew a 757 jumbo jet into the Pentagon in “a pivot
so tight that it reminded observers of a fighter jet maneuver.”17

� Investigators wondered why the target chosen was the rela-
tively empty side of the Pentagon that was being renovated,
rather than the easier, more direct approach into the offices
of then Defense Secretary Rumsfeld and top military brass.18

The Destruction

Floor by floor, it started popping out...all the way down. 
It was as if they had detonated it, planned to take down 
the building, boom-boom-boom-boom-boom-boom-boom...

— Eyewitness firefighters, 9/11, Naudet documentary film

� In the Twin Towers, 118 eyewitness firefighters reported
hearing and seeing a series of loud explosions or bombs.19

� The 47 massive steel core columns should have remained
standing. “Engineers and other experts have been struggling to
answer…how the buildings, designed to sustain a jet impact,
completely collapsed.” Pieces of steel “melted and vaporized...
but no fire in any of the buildings was believed to be hot
enough to melt steel outright.”20

� A third steel-framed skyscraper, WTC 7, which was not
even hit by a plane, “also collapsed for unknown reasons”
in a 7-second free-fall, and its steel beams likewise myster-
iously melted. “Sulfur released during the fires—no one
knows from where—” rapidly accelerated the melting.21

� FEMA scientists found “evidence of severe high temper-
ature corrosion attack on the steel, including oxidation and
sulfidation,” calling it “a very unusual event” with “no clear
explanation for the source of the sulfur.”22 Sulfur is used
in thermate, a military-grade demolition compound that
instantly cuts through steel, but NIST rejected outright
any hypothesis of a controlled demolition.23

� An executive at Underwriters Laboratories (UL), which
had certified the WTC steel, was fired after he wrote to
NIST that its conclusion of low-temperature fires softening
the steel “just does not add up.”24 NIST’s final report on
WTC 7 in August 2008 ignored all physical evidence, using
only computer simulations to support its conclusion.25

The Blame

The Justice Department [has decided], so far, to not seek
formal criminal charges against Bin Laden.

— The Washington Post, 8/28/2006, A13   

� Osama Bin Laden has denied any involvement.26 The trans-
lation of the December 2001 “confession” video has been
found to be “inaccurate” and “manipulative.”27 Bin Laden
tapes released later were proven to be faked.28

� The post-9/11 anthrax attacks, disguised as acts of Arab
terrorism, were traced to an American “with high-ranking
military intelligence connections.”29 Targeted senators had
opposed the USA PATRIOT Act. Many do not believe the
FBI’s theory blaming a lone scientist who committed
suicide,30 yet the investigation ended.

The 9/11 Commission

I don’t believe for a minute that we got everything right....
[W]e were set up to fail.
— Lee Hamilton, Co-Chair, 9/11 Commission, in CBC News interview, 8/21/2006

� Despite pleas from the victims’ families, the Bush White
House refused for more than a year to appoint a 9/11
commission, and Bush and Cheney had each privately
asked Senate Majority Leader Daschle to “limit the con-
gressional investigation.”1 They agreed only to be questioned
together, behind closed doors, off the record and not
under oath.2

� Before any hearings had begun, staff director Philip Zelikow,
a White House insider, secretly outlined in detail all
conclusions for the report, alarming 9/11 Commission
staff.3 It was later revealed that Zelikow had already
drafted the “Bush Doctrine” used to justify  preemptive war.4

� The Commissioners were shocked that FAA, NORAD,
and Pentagon officials gave testimony that “was just so
far from the truth.”5 They reported it for possible criminal
referral to the Justice Department. The co-chairs later
accused the CIA of obstruction for covering up and
destroying detainee interrogation videotapes.6 To date,
no one has been prosecuted.

Air Defense

It was hard to figure out how they had failed to shoot down
at least one of the planes.

— Thomas Kean and Lee Hamilton, Co-Chairs,
Without Precedent: The inside Story of the 9/11 Commission (2006), p. 259

� Air Force fighter jets that routinely intercept hijacked
planes within minutes were not deployed “in accord with
preexisting training and protocols.”7 Ironically, multiple “war
games” simulating plane hijackings were being conducted
that morning, causing confusion during the attacks.8

� On 9/11, U.S. air defenses were under the command of
Vice President Cheney,9 and there is sworn testimony con-
tradicting the shoot-down orders he claims to have given.10
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